
Beginning in the 1960s, Stanley Milgram performed a series of experiments designed to uncover just how
susceptible to authority we are.  How far would we as individuals go when compelled by an authoritive figure  to act
in ways which contradict our fundamental moral standards?  The findings of these experiments surprised and
dismayed everyone.  Something deep within our core is activated by the command of authority and we are driven
to follow its dictates, even when that drive brings us to cause agonising pain to a helpless victim.

The Milgram Experiment forms the spine of our play, PRISONERS, providing the central conflict.   We
use this as an opportunity to dramatize on stage a paraphrased version of the experiment, recapturing the gripping
quality of the laboratory procedure.

What follows is a  thorough but succinct summary of the experiment itself, and its general significance.

The Milgram Experiment

Observers of the ex-
periment agree that
its gripping quality is
somewhat obscured
in print.

~ Stanley Milgram
    Obedience to Authority, 1974

…nothing is bleaker than the sight
of a person striving yet not fully
able to control his own behavior in
a situation of some consequence
to him.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974

“I observed a mature and initially
poised businessman enter the labora-
tory smiling and confident.  Within 20
minutes he was reduced to a twitch-
ing, stuttering wreck, who was rapidly
approaching nervous collapse.  He
constantly pulled on his ear lobe, and
twisted his hands.  At one point he
pushed his fist into his forehead and
muttered, ‘Oh God, let’s stop it’.  And
yet he continued to respond to every
word of the experimenter and obeyed
to the end.”

A teacher holding the hand of the learner on the
shock plate in the “Touch Proximity” condition.



What Does it Mean to be Human?
It is ironic that virtues of loyalty, discipline, and self-sacrifice that we value so highly

in the individual are the very properties that create destructive organisational engines of
war and bind men to malevolent systems of authority.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974

Beginning in 1960 Stanley Milgram undertook a series of experiments intended to illuminate the role obedience to
authority plays in our personal and social experience.  He had observed Adolf Eichman’s testimony at the
Nuremburg trials following World War II and wondered to what extent could ordinary human beings be compelled
by a figure of authority to behave in a manner contradicting their individual moral imperatives.  Was Eichman’s evil
of the banal sort he so assertively testified to at Nuremburg? “I was only following orders,” he said, as if the re-
sponsibility for his actions lay solely on the chain of command producing those orders.

Volunteers are invited to a scientific laboratory to participate in a study about the effects of punishment on learning.
They are recruited by an experimenter to teach certain concepts to a learner  and administer electrical shocks of
increasing intensity every time the learner, hidden from view by a screen, makes a mistake.  Through the course of
the experiment, the learner makes a number of mistakes and the learner’s reaction to the electrical shocks quickly
escalate from obvious discomfort, to significant pain to hysterical agony and, finally, to a mute inertness.  Mean-
while, the learner escalates his complaints from simple observation of the pain to protests concerning his heart
condition  to first pleas then demands to be let out of the experiment to absolute refusal to participate by answering
any more questions.  If the teacher balks at any point, an experimenter present in the same room as the teacher
firmly but politely urges him to continue with the experiment.

We Do What We�re Told To Do
Much to Milgram’s surprise, 63% of all teachers continued administering shocks right to the end of the scale,
several levels higher than the shock which had induced an ominous silence from the learner, and well past the
hysterical pleas of the learner to be let out of the experiment.

The findings of Milgram’s inquiry depict a chilling human predisposition to obey the commands given by an authori-
tative figure, even when those commands contradict the fundamental moral codes of the individual compelled to
obey.  The results of his studies have been repeatedly confirmed by numerous trials performed around the world.

The person who, with inner conviction, loathes stealing, killing and assault may find
himself performing these acts with relative ease when commanded by authority.  Behavior
that is unthinkable in an individual who is acting on his own may be executed without
hesitation when carried out under orders.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974

Eichman, it seems, represents the typical human being rather than the freakish monster so popularly imagined,
and condemned. Thus, we are faced with a herculean task:  how do we prevent the majority of potential
Eichmann’s among us from participating in future holocausts, or rather more immediately, how do we halt the
holocausts presently being carried out around the world by the armies of Eichmann’s in our general population?

Obedience, because of its ubiquitousness, is easily overlooked as a subject of inquiry
in social psychology.  But without an appreciation of its role in shaping human action, a
wide range of significant behavior cannot be understood.  For an act carried out under
command is, psychologically, of a profoundly different character than action that is
spontaneous.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974



We need to accept the disturbing fact that Eichmann’s choice to obey represents the norm of human behaviour.
Only then can we effectively pursue remedies to limit the potential horror such behaviour is capable of inducing,
or, more hopefully, discover the means to overcome the negative aspects of such blind obedience both on indi-
vidual and social levels.  But where do we begin when faced with such disturbing  observations as the following?

The subject [of the experiment] is controlled by many forces in the situation beyond
his awareness, implicit structures that regulate his behavior without signaling this fact to
him.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974

The force exerted by the moral sense of the individual is less effective than social myth
would have us believe.  Though such prescriptions as “Thou shalt not kill” occupy a pre-
eminent place in the moral order, they do not occupy a correspondingly intractable
position in human psychic structure.  A few changes in newspaper headlines, a call from
the draft board, orders from a man with epaulets, and men are led to kill with little
difficulty.

~ Stanley Milgram
    Obedience to Authority, 1974

Sitting back in one’s armchair, it is easy to condemn the actions of the obedient subjects.
But those who condemn the subjects measure them against the standard of their own
ability to formulate high-minded moral prescriptions.  That is hardly a fair standard.
Many of the subjects, at the level of stated opinion, feel quite as strongly as any of us
about the moral requirement of refraining from action against a helpless victim.  They,
too, in general terms know what ought to be done and can state their values when the
occasion arises.  This has little, if anything to do with their actual behavior under the
pressure of circumstances.

~ Stanley Milgram
    Obedience to Authority, 1974

What is surprising is how far ordinary individuals will go in complying with the experi-
menter’s instructions.  Indeed, the results of the experiment are both surprising and
dismaying.  Despite the fact that many subjects experience stress, despite the fact that
many protest to the experimenter, a substantial proportion continue to the last shock on
the generator.

Many subjects will obey the experimenter no matter how vehement the pleading of the
person being shocked, no matter how painful the shocks seem to be, and no matter how
much the victim pleads to be let out…. It is the extreme willingness of adults to go to
almost any lengths on the command of authority that constitutes the chief finding of the
study and the fact most urgently demanding explanation.

A commonly offered explanation is that those who shocked the victim at the most
severe level were monsters, the sadistic fringe of society.  But if one considers that almost
two-thirds of the participants fall into the category of “obedient” subjects, and that they
represented ordinary people drawn from working, managerial, and professional classes,
the argument becomes very shaky.  Indeed, it is highly reminiscent of the issue that arose
in connection with Hannah Arendt’s 1963 book, Eichmann in Jerusalem.  Arendt con-
tended that the prosecution’s effort to depict Eichmann as a sadistic monster was funda-
mentally wrong, that he came closer to being an uninspired bureaucrat who simply sat at
his desk and did his job.

We Don�t Know And We Don�t Want To Know



For asserting these views, Arendt became the object of considerable scorn, even calumny.
Somehow, it was felt that the monstrous deeds carried out by Eichmann required a brutal,
twisted, and sadistic personality, evil incarnate.  After witnessing hundreds of ordinary
people submit to the authority in our own experiments, I must conclude that Arendt’s
conception of the banality of evil comes closer to the truth than one might dare to imag-
ine.  The ordinary person who shocked the victim did so out of a sense of obligation—a
conception of his duties as a subject—and not from any peculiarly aggressive tendencies.

This is, perhaps, the most fundamental lesson of our study: ordinary people, simply
doing their jobs, and without particular hostility on their part, can become agents in a
terrible destructive process.  Moreover, even when the destructive effects of their work
become patently clear, and they are asked to carry out actions incompatible with funda-
mental standards of morality, relatively few people have the resources needed to resist
authority.  A variety of inhibitions against disobeying authority come into play and
successfully keep the person in his place.

~ Stanley Milgram
    Obedience to Authority, 1974

A readers initial reaction to be experiment may be to wonder why anyone in his right
mind would administer even the first shocks.  Would he not simply refuse and walk out of
the laboratory?  But the fact is that no one ever does.

~ Stanley Milgram
    Obedience to Authority, 1974





Notes on table 1, preceeding page :

It is the failure to grasp the transformation into a state of agency and an adequate
understanding of the forces that bind the person into it that account for the almost total
inability to predict the behavior in question.  Those judging the situation think it is the
ordinary person, with his full moral capacities operating, when they predict his breakoff
from the experiment.  They do not take into account in the least the fundamental reorgani-
sation of a person’s mental life that occurs by virtue of entry into an authority system.

The quickest way to correct the erroneous prediction of persons who do not know the
outcome of the experiment is to say to them, “The content of the action is not half so
important as you think; the relationship among actors is twice as important.  Base your
prediction not on what the participants say or do, but on how they relate to each other in
terms of social structure.”

There is a further reason why people do not correctly predict the behavior.  Society
promotes the ideology that an individual’s actions stem from his character.  This ideology
has the pragmatic effect of stimulating people to act as if they alone controlled their
behavior.  This is, however, a seriously distorted view of the determinants of human
action, and does not allow for accurate prediction.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974

Notes on table 2, preceeding page:

Experiment 1 -- Remote:
The learner is placed in a separate room from experimenter and teacher, as shown in the illustra-

tion at the top of page 4.  The only communication available from learner to teacher, other than the
electro-mechanical mechanism for reporting answers, was when the learner pounded against the wall
once the shocks reached higher intensities.

Experiment 2 -- Voice Feedback:
The learner is placed in a separate room from the experiment and teacher, as shown in the illustra-

tion at the top of page 4.  Additionally, a speaker is arranged so that the learner’s voice (and agonised
screams) are audible to the teacher.

Experiment 3 -- Proximity:
All three participants occupy the same room.  The teacher is not facing the learner, but can turn to

look at any time.

Experiment 4 -- Touch-Proximity
The participants are arranged as in the Proximity experiment.  In addition, a “shock plate” is

mounted beneath the learner’s right hand.  The learner’s hand must be contacting the plate in order for a
shock to be delivered to the learner.  When the learner refuses to place his hand on the plate, in prepara-
tion to receive a shock, the experimenter requests the teacher to force the learner’s hand onto the plate.
Note that more than a quarter of all teachers continued to place the learner’s hand onto the plate to the
full capacity of the shock generator.



Controversy pursued the Milgram Experiment from the time its results were first published, and was renewed with
every new trial.  However, not all the controversy concerns the findings of the experiment, or their significance.
Rather, it is the experiment itself which came under attack.  Asubstantial critical point of view within the scientific
community considers the experiment’s methodology to be highly unethical.  The consensus reached in the scien-
tific community has resulted in a halt to all experimentation of this kind.

Here’s the rub: for many subjects the experience is traumatic in the extreme.
They are patently aware their actions are causing significant discomfort to the
learner, even agony or, possibly, irreversible physical damage.  They know
also that the continuation of the experiment is expressly against the will of the
learner, who quite hysterically demands to be let out.  Still, most subjects
cannot stop themselves from continuing with the experiment.  This internal
psychic conflict typically produces a state of extreme emotional distress.

“I observed a mature and initially poised
businessman enter the laboratory
smiling and confident.  Within 20

minutes he was reduced to a twitching
stuttering wreck, who was rapidly

approaching nervous collapse.  He
constantly pulled on his ear lobe, and

twisted his hands.  At one point he
pushed his fist into his forehead and

muttered ‘Oh God, lets stop it”.  And yet
he continued to respond to every word
of the experimenter, and obeyed to the

end.”

The Ethics of Experimenting on Ethics



Ethical standards for scientific experimentation require that the participants in experiments should not be subjected
to any foreseeable harm. Certainly, for the duration of the experiment, the stress experienced by the subjects often
exceeds comfortable limits.  Critics observe that the experimenters are possibly exposing the subjects to types of
trauma which induce lasting negative psychological effects.  On that basis alone, it is unethical to perform the
experiment as designed.

The Blind Leading the Blind
The problem for science and society is as follows: how can we learn about our more disturbing human attributes
without disturbing some individual humans in the process?  Milgram and others argue that it is not possible.
However, necessity alone cannot characterise the methodology as ethical. So Milgram points out that the vast
majority of subjects report no ill-effects in the short or long term.  Quite the opposite, in fact.  99% responded that
they had no negative feelings about having participated in the experiment.  More than 80% were glad to have
participated and 74% felt that their life had somehow been enriched for it.  80% felt that more experiments of this
kind should be performed.

The central moral justification for allowing a procedure of the sort used in
my experiment is that it is judged acceptable by those who have taken part
in it.  Moreover, it was the salience of this fact throughout that constituted
the chief moral warrant for the continuation of the experiments.

~ Stanley Milgram
   Obedience to Authority, 1974



Very well, then. Having been asked by you, Your Honour, to give a clear answer here, I must state that I
consider this murder, this extermination of the Jews, to be one of the most heinous crimes in the history of
mankind.

~ Adolf Eichmann
    July 13, 1961

Attorney General: This morning you said here what your attitude is today to the extermination of six million Jews in Europe.
Was that also your attitude when you dictated your conversations in 1957?

Adolf Eichmann: That is my fundamental attitude not only since 1945, but as I also stated and said, in part since before 1945.

AG: I asked you if that was your opinion in 1957 - you will please reply to that.

Eichmann: I can only answer this question if I can say...if I can point out that I also said this morning that, in the years in
which I was working out a new conception of the world, I also had relapses, relapses which were the temporary results of
external causes, and if I am given alcohol and put in the right conditions, then normally a person does not know what he is
saying. Because that is how things were and all sorts of other things. That is why I must in principle dissociate myself from
these matters.

AG: You are not answering my question; I am asking whether that was your attitude in 1957.

Eichmann: No, that was not my attitude in 1957.

AG. That is what I want to know.

Eichmann: May I add something further to this?

Presiding Judge: Yes.

Eichman: If this question could be disposed of in one single word, that would be the equivalent of lip-service. But if someone,
as I was, has all these years been in these infernal events, thrust into them, bound by his oath, bearing the burden of conflicts
of conscience and other conflicts, if one wants to try and select...if one wants to find some path along which one can move, if
one is looking for some internal strength, this is very difficult for a human being, unless he is a philosopher by nature - and I
am not a philosopher - to be able here to find for himself some road which will be permanent and lasting. And that all takes
time, that is not the sort of thing which happens overnight - otherwise, in my opinion, that is just empty lip-service.

[The following text excerpted from further cross examination, later that day]

Reconsidering Eichmann
If we wish to know ourselves better we need to understand how Adolf Eichmann could participate in what Eichmann himself
would later characterise as “one of the most heinous crimes in the history of mankind.”  If we consider that his relationship to his
victims was far more remote than the one between subjects and learner in Milgram’s experiments; if we recognise that Eichmann
had reason to fear harsh reprisals should he disobey, while Milgram’s subjects did not; if we acknowledge that Eichmann lived
within one of the most effective systems of propaganda ever erected:  then we can more easily conceive the average person’s
likelihood, if ever placed in Eichmann’s shoes, tofollow precisely Eichmann’s path.

Eichmann did not depress levers that caused death or even pain, rather he was partly responsible for organising the process
whereby such actions could be taken against helpless victims.  To properly place him in Milgram’s laboratory, Eichmann was the
experimenter, not the teacher.  The instructive parallel, then, is that the majority who obeyed Milgram’s experimenter to the
maximum shock level assigned the balance of responsibility to the experimenter, just as the majority of us assign more blame to
Eichmann than the variety of bureaucrats, captains and foot soldiers who carried out the orders he passed down to them.  Thus,
the blame goes up the chain of command until we acknowledge Hitler, the Uber Demon,  But he and Eichmann and everyone
else at all levels of authoritarian hierarchy are possible only because the population on the whole is caught within pre-pro-
grammed roles of authority.  In fact, it is those roles and certain periodic historical conditions  that  take ordinary people and make
Eichmanns of them.

Humanity generally has not developed the werewithal to resist malevolent authority.  And we are not striving nearly hard enough
to develop such a capacity.  For examples of our continuing shortcomings, simply read the newspaper.

Adolf Eichmann


